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‘It’s a 

beautiful 
thing when 

a career 
and a 

passion 
come 

together.’ 

REPRINT OF JUNE 2013 LETTER 
 

A year in review…   A TecBlast, newsletter-
style.   
 
Here is an update of info gone wild, new 
computers and incompatible documents, coffee 
spills, car accidents, busy lives and teaching 
commitments / dedication beyond the pale…   
Sadly, VTAM.org has lost much information on 
its new configuration of the website, thus, new 
templates had to be created.  
 
For those who are taking their retirements, we 
wish you well in your new lives away from 
colorful classrooms.  If moving to a new school 
is in your future, all the best in your new 
endeavors, and to all other stellar Vocational 
Teachers, we wish you all a very safe, restful 
and enjoyable Manitoba summer. 
 
Thank you Larry Schultz, for taking part in an 
interview with John Bobbette, and thank you 
John, for sharing your thoughts. 
 
Thank you VTAM committee members / VTAM 
members, past and present, for submitting 
valuable information for this newsletter. 

And, here we go! 

This publication is the official 
newsletter/ journal of the Vocational Teachers’ 
Association of Manitoba and is published by the 
V.T.A.M. Executive. Views and opinions expressed 
are those of the author indicated, and are not 
necessarily those of either the Vocational 
Teachers’ Association of Manitoba or the 
Manitoba Teachers’ Society. All material may be 
reprinted unless otherwise specified.  
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A message from MTS: 

 
2014 MTS Conference on Technology:  Awakening Possibilities 
  
We are looking for Manitoba educators who are enhancing students’ learning and engagement in our schools 
and classrooms using innovative technology and applications.  We would like them to present at the 2014 MTS 
Conference on Technology:  Awakening Possibilities.  This conference is being planned for Wednesday, April 
16th and Thursday, April 17th, 2014 at the Victoria Inn in Winnipeg.   
  
We are attempting to design the program (as the title would suggest) to wow our members and the broader 
educational community in Manitoba with ideas and inspiration.  To this end, our keynote speakers are Steve 
Dembo and Chris Lehmann.  Both of these individuals are visionary thinkers and dynamic speakers on the use 
of social media and technology to enhance learning and teaching. 
  
We are partnering with MASS and ME on this conference and hope to attract approximately 600 participants 
including teachers, principals, superintendents and many others.  In addition to 75 minute workshop sessions, 
we will also be including a Minds On Media (MOM) format of shorter, snappier topics.  MOM is very much 
hands-on and will provide participants with amazing ideas to enhance learning using various technologies and 
applications as tools. 
  
As SAGE volunteers we know that you have amazing teachers in your respective memberships.  If you can think 
of individuals who would be awesome presenters for this conference, please forward their names and other 
pertinent information to Ms. Terry Price at tprice@mbteach.org 
  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to email me (Terry Price) or phone me at 204 831-3072. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tprice@mbteach.org
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Red River College – Technical Vocational Education, Class of 2013 

 

 

Congratulations to the RRC class of 2012 – 2013: 
 
Back row: 
Bonnie Parkinson - Automotive Mechanic, James Pope – Millwright, Ron Doege – Aircraft 
Maintenance engineer, James Waterston – Automotive Mechanic, Iryna Tam – Hairstylist 
  
Front row: 
Jean Jubinville – Automotive Mechanic, Naomi Griffore – Goldsmith, John Sullivan – Welder, 
Bridget Carrier - Esthetician 
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VTAM PD FUNDS = Opportunities… 

 

Jason Bilous, Instructor at Sturgeon Heights Collegiate, participated in the ISA International 
Sign Expo in April of 2013.  He states:   

ISA and ISA International Sign Expo’s education program and exhibit hall connections provided me with  

the tools and information necessary to add dynamic digital signage to an already flourishing Graphic Arts 

program at Sturgeon Heights collegiate. 

I was able to develop the skills needed to put this powerful new technology to work—and while on the 

trade show floor, I had the opportunity to meet with and develop relationships with technology and 

educational partners from all across North America. 

Daily educational classes and networking events allowed me to meet with industry peers in a relaxed 

setting. I was able to have face-to-face conversations with sign makers, digital printer suppliers and 

innovators from abroad. 

Thank you for this opportunity 
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    Successful Business/Education Partnerships 
11th International Education Business Partnership Network Conference 

September 2012, Durban, South Africa 
 

To: The VTAM PD committee membership  Date:  February 23, 2013 

 
The conference was hosted by the International Partnership Network (IPN). The IPN is a group comprised 
of a several nations’ economic development organizations, who believe that collaboration is the key to long-
term success. The Canadian representative in the organization is the Conference Board of Canada.  The IPN 
was established in 1994 and meets every second year to profile successful partnerships and recognize 
exemplary models. 
I wanted to attend this conference for three reasons: 

 To present the Winnipeg School Division /Manitoba Aerospace Human Resources Committee (MAHRC) 

partnership model 

 To learn from other successful Business/Education partnerships 

 To validate the realities that I studied in my Masters program 

 

To present the Winnipeg School Division /MAHRC partnership model 

The partnership between Technical Vocational High School of the Winnipeg School Division and the Manitoba Aerospace Human 

Resources Committee was awarded the 2012 Global Best Award. We were recognized as the most outstanding Partnership that inspires 

young people in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) for the Americas.   

I had the opportunity to present our partnership model on four occasions.  Each session generated suggestions for modifications and 

several positive comments.  The delegates were particularly impressed with our ability to add new partners are the need arose, our 

Teachers Year in Industry program, our ability to maintain a 75% placement rate over the past fifteen years. 

To learn from other successful Business/Education partnerships 
 
The four-day conference had approximately 300 attendees with 30% of the delegates deemed as 
international participants.  The keynote speakers were experts who were able to summarize and clearly 
articulate global trends to the delegates. The venue was awe-inspiring as the conference was held at the 
Moses Mahida Stadium – one of the host pitches for the 2010 FIFA World Cup competition.  The theme 
breakout sessions afforded me the opportunity to learn from other STEM projects and generate a list of 
possibilities that could be included in our partnership. 
 
Some of the best conversations that occurred were with the other Canadian delegates who were 
participating in the other conference themes.  The four days that I spent networking with my with Canadian 
Educators, Industry partners and Diana MacKay, the Director of Education, Health and Immigrations 
Programs for the Conference Board of Canada are already paying dividends.  We made a commitment to 
keep the dialogue going and have been busy fulfilling that promise. 
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To validate the realities that I studied in my Masters program 

In March of 2010 I completed my Adult Learner and Global Change Masters of Education Degree. The 
program is a collaborative offering between Monash University (Australia), the University of British 
Columbia (Canada), Linköping University (Sweden), and the University of the Western Cape (South Africa). 
Each of the four universities selected their own cohort of students and then took turns delivering a course 
to the larger group in an interactive, on-line platform.  
 
The entire Masters experience was valuable but the course offered by University of the Western Cape was 
particularly enlightening. The course made me aware that poverty, hunger and gender issues continue to 
haunt the majority of the world’s population while they struggle in their efforts to develop sustainable 
health care, education and employment structures. The opportunity to visit communities to observe how 
the actions of individuals were able to initiate and maintain change was truly illuminating.   
 
Summary 

The experience has solidified my belief in power of Vocational Education.  Vocational Education allows a 
student to discover their aptitude, become skilled tradespeople/technologists and contribute to our 
economy. 
 
Partnerships will continue to be a major factor in creating sustainable, systemic, Educational change over 
the next decade.  Vocational areas will need to establish industry partners in order to train their students 
for the increasing complex workforce.  
 
Thank you for considering my request to subsidize my expenses. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Greg Link 
Aerospace, Apprenticeship  
& Career Development 
Tec Voc High School 
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VTAM / TEAM SAGE Conference @ West Kildonan Collegiate 2012 

EXIT SURVEY TABULATED RESULTS 

 
Notes:  – Responses recorded with grammatical errors as received 

– Votes recorded as Votes & Percentage per Responses Received per Question Asked 
  
1. Are you a VTAM/Vocational Instructor, a TEAM/Industrial Arts Teacher, or BOTH?  

IF THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO YOU, PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 2. 
  

TEAM 19/53%     VTAM 13/36%     BOTH 2/.05%     Unknown/Other 2/.05%     Total  36 
  
2. How would you rate the online registration process? 
Excellent 15/43%   V. Good 9/26%   Good 3/.09%   Satisfactory 2/.06%   Poor 6/17%   Blank 1 

 
      Comments: 

 Quick & Easy 

 Easy, friendly 

 Easy 

 Very fast, like paypal 

 Better than recent years. Make compatible with older web browsers. 

 hard to find the right location 

 After initial problems it was good, but it took my money 

 Not everyone has access to IE9, google, chrome etc. most schools don’t have this yet. Very inconvenient. 

 Browser speeds? 

 Could not register, had to get someone else to do so. 

 I tried to register on the TEAM site but it didn’t work 

 Last year’s info was still online which made it confusing to register 

 Wrong website on MTS site 
 

3. How would you rate the conference? 
Excellent  13/36%     Very Good  11/31%     Good  10/28%     Satisfactory  2/.06%     Poor  0 

               
       Comments: 

 one presenter was not very informative of product knowledges 

 Would like more exhibitors. 

 Good local 

 Garlic peeling was brilliant, Afternoon session with Brian was brill. 

 Interesting 

 Fun 

 The sharing session (Woodwork) was not moderated. As we/I come 8 hrs by vehicle. Would like more 
sessions 
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4. How was your lunch? 

 
Excellent 10/29%   V. Good 10/29%  Good 7/21%   Satisfactory 6/.18%    Poor 1/.03%   Blank  1 

 
       Comments: 

 Did not have 

 The best lunch and catering ever. NO LIES. 

 mmmmm… 

 Same as last year. Boring! 

 Do not think much effort was put into deciding menu. 
 
5. Did you spend time in the Supplier Area and were the Supplier / Exhibitor products practical for use in 

your teaching environment? 
 
Yes  25/76%    No  8/24%    Blank  3 

 
       Comments: 

 Both went to cooking / 3D Printing 

 Woodworking presenters good. More resources (books) preferred. 

 Not sure? 

 clocks were great 

 Great Supplier list 

 More knowledge of whats out there 

 Rings! 

 not practical to my trade 

 illegible …new things 

 More to do elsewhere 

 Not time. 

 Not enough time, volunteered for registration. 

 Nothing reavant to my area 

 Culinary Arts 
 
6. Is this the first time that you have attended a TEAM / VTAM SAGE Conference? 

 
Yes  5/15%     No  29/85% 

 
       Comments: 

 I assisted teach a session last year. 
 
7. If NO, how frequently do you attend a TEAM / VTAM SAGE Conferences? 

 
Annually   27/93%    Every two or three years   1/.34%     Only occasionally   1/.03%     Blank  7 
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8. Any concluding remarks or suggestions? 
 

 Great Event, Would like to see more presenters in the future. 

 Very Good Networking opportunities. 

 Had a good time! 

 More Hands on Sessions 

 Less down time in between lunch & Breaks. 

 The afternoon sessions were very informative to get together with other instructors and collaborate ideas 
etc. 

 I like VTAM & TEAM hosting together 

 Have presenters that show up 

 Overall good conference. Great school, nice shops. 

 Woods workshop was quite unstructured & a waste of time 

 thought it was very well presented. 

 We need more specific 

 Was much better than I thought it would be 

 Keep up the good work 

 Every year 

 Don`t combine with TEAM. Not enough parking. Lots of people were discouraged this year and left. 

 No “facilitator” in WOODWORKING – BEST PRACTISES; session was not beneficial. 

 The Culinary + Hospitality focus group w/Brian Humnisky was great. Loved the fly-fishing session too. 

SAGE 2012 – West Kildonan Collegiate 
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Congratulations to Robert Toews, who received the  

VTAM - RRC Student Teacher Award  

 2012 SAGE Conference - AGM 

 

 

Denise Letienne presenting to Robert Toews             

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

Save The Date… 
 

TEAM / VTAM 
SAGE Conference 2013 

Friday, October 25th, 2013 
Winnipeg Technical College 

130 Henlow Bay 
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Canada’s Young Skilled Trade and Technology Talent Sweeps Medals at WorldSkills Americas  

 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO – November 19, 2012 – Skills/Compétences Canada, a national not-for-profit 
organization that actively promotes careers in skilled trades, today announced that their team is returning 
to Canada on Tuesday with 9 medals and ranked 3rd against 19 other countries/regions in the Americas.  
The Team was made up of young men and women from each Province/Territory, to compete in 12 of the 35 
trades and technology challenges at WorldSkills Americas 2012. The Competition took place from 
November 12-18, 2012 in Sao Paulo, Brazil.  
 
Here are the medalists from the Canadian Team: 
 
Gold Medal: 
Mechatronics - David Da Costa and Zachary Piskun - Thornhill, ON 
Cooking - Peter Keith – Edmonton, Alberta 
Baking - Melinda Patrice Burke - Shad Bay, Nova Scotia 
Mobile Robotics - Bo Chiasson and Jayden Leister – Yorkton, Saskatchewan 
Restaurant Service - Brittney Ross – Brandon, Manitoba 
 
Silver Medal: 
Industrial Control - Derrick MacDonald – Stratford, Prince Edward Island 
Graphic Design - Sarah Rochefort Higgins – Ste-Clotilde, Quebec 
 
Bronze Medal:  
Mechanical CADD - David Lister – Whitehorse, Yukon 
Cabinetmaking - Justin Bennett – Corner Brook, Newfoundland and Labrador 
 
The 14 talented young Canadians competed against Competitors from 19 WorldSkills Americas Member 
countries/regions in an Olympic-style team and individual competitions within specialized skilled trade and 
technology categories such as Plumbing, Restaurant Service and Graphic Design.  
 
“This was Canada’s first time sending a Canadian Team to the WorldSkills Americas, and we couldn’t be 
more proud”, said Shaun Thorson, CEO, Skills/Compétences Canada.  “These talented young individuals, 
who represent the future of Canada’s skilled trade and technology workforce, competed alongside the best 
of the best from the Americas. We couldn’t be more pleased of their efforts and their success.” 
WorldSkills Americas takes place every two years and brings together the world’s brightest youth in skilled 
trades and technology from several countries/regions within the Americas. Team Canada participated in 12 
of the 35 skills categories.  
 

http://www.skillscanada.com/
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For the complete results WorldSkills Americas visit 
http://skillscompetencescanada.com/en/programs/worldskills-competition/worldskills-americas-2012/ 
 
About Skills/Compétences Canada 
Skills/Compétences Canada was founded in 1989 as a national, not‐for‐profit organization that works with 
employers, educators, labour groups and governments to promote skilled trades and technology careers 
among Canadian youth. Its unique position among private and public sector partners enables it to work 
toward securing Canada’s future skilled labour needs while helping young people discover rewarding 
careers. Skills/Compétences Canada offers experiential learning opportunities including skilled trades and 
technology competitions for hundreds of thousands of young Canadians through regional, 
provincial/territorial, national and international events, as well as skilled trades awareness programs. 
Many programs highlight digital and essential skills, which are crucial qualifications in most careers of 
today. Headquartered in Ottawa, Ontario, Skills/Compétences Canada is the Canadian Member organization 
of WorldSkills International. For more information, visit www.skillscanada.com or call 877-754-5226. 
 
About WorldSkills Americas 
WorldSkills Americas is a non-governmental organization, not for profit, and has as its main objective to 
provide and promote the highest standards of training in vocational education, by the means of exchange 
between North America, Central America and Caribbean and South America countries, involving 
governments, industries, commerce and vocational education and training organizations/institutions. Every 
two years, the WorldSkills Americas with the cooperation of its member countries/regions, organizes a 
competition focused on vocational training. The first competition was held in 2010, in Rio de Janeiro. The 
WorldSkills Americas operates in conjunction with WorldSkills International. For more information, visit: 
http://www.ntm.al.senai.br/wsa/ 
 
 
Christianne Scholfield 
Director, Communications 
Skills/Compétences Canada 
343-883-7545 ext. 501 or 613 282-3774 
christiannes@skillscanada.com  
 
Caroline McGrath 
CMM Communications Group (for Skills/Compétences Canada) 
416 972-1642 
caroline@cmm-communications.com 

 

 

 

 

http://skillscompetencescanada.com/en/programs/worldskills-competition/worldskills-americas-2012/
http://www.skillscanada.com/
http://www.ntm.al.senai.br/wsa/
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An interview with John Bobbette, M.S. ED  
President of Winnipeg Technical College 
: By Larry Schultz 
 
John Bobbette took over the reins of Winnipeg Technical College in late October 2010 and he brings with him a world 

of experience in the education environment.  He worked for Georgian College, in Barrie Ontario, for 22 years in a 

variety of positions.  He has three degrees: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Education and a Master of Science in 

Education Administration.  He has travelled the globe helping to set up schools and training programs from South 

Africa to Russian, from Cairo to China and many locations in between. 

 

Larry: What was Georgian College like? 

John: Georgian College had a student population of about 10,000 were we did similar training to that of Red River 

College with everything from Apprenticeship programs to applied degrees.  The positions I held there gave me many 

opportunities. Some of the most exciting opportunities included, International , Aboriginal and Special Needs 

programming. 

 

L: You have had a very interesting work history. 

J: Yes.  I worked in India, Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates, responsible for setting up post secondary 

institutions or the reform of existing infrastructures. This was a wonderful experience to learn about other cultures 

and how other educational systems worked. 

 

L: Did you always take your family on these assignments? 

J: Not always, but when I worked at the Abu Dhabi Women’s College (United Arab Emirates) I did bring them 

eventually.  First I went on ahead to scout it out and then they followed on afterwards. 

 

L  Sounds reasonable, how did your wife like it? 

J:  My wife Pam, was apprehensive at first.  I would write telling her how great the beaches were and what a nice 

country it was and she would send back newspaper clippings about the unrest in the Middle East.  Eventually she and 

my daughters followed me there and we had an amazing first year. 

 

L: What happened after that? 

J:  The first Gulf war.  I managed to get my family out on the last plane before they shut down the airport.  They 

spent several weeks safe in Germany before returning to Canada.  I stayed in the UAE and finished my work. 

 

 

L: Wow and now you’re in Winnipeg, why? 

J: When I got to know more about Winnipeg Technical College I realized there was a great deal of potential for 

growth and that is an area I have a great deal of experience in.  In my travels I saw that educators are always trying to 

figure out ways to merge High School with College and University, but here at WTC you have already done it.  I believe 

we can make those experiences for our students even better. We are a small college that responds quickly to 

opportunities and I think we can broaden our programming mix, expand our facilities and work with Business 

Industry and Community groups to deliver some quality custom training.  
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L: Wow and now you’re in Winnipeg, why? 

J: When I got to know more about Winnipeg Technical College I realized there was a great deal of potential for 

growth and that is an area I have a great deal of experience in.  In my travels I saw that educators are always trying to 

figure out ways to merge High School with College and University, but here at WTC you have already done it.  I believe 

we can make those experiences for our students even better. We are a small college that responds quickly to 

opportunities and I think we can broaden our programming mix, expand our facilities and work with Business 

Industry and Community groups to deliver some quality custom training.  

 

L:   You want to expand WTC? 

J:   On some fronts we are already expanding.  We have partnerships with the University College of the North and 

the University of Winnipeg.  We also provide High School education to the students of Louis Riel and Pembina Trails 

School Divisions. 

 

L: What would you see as changing? 

J:  Instead of offering a High School experience to our High School students what we need to do is change the 

orientation so they gain a College experience while they are here. We need to enrich the student experience and 

ensure that our students have the best training possible combined with a positive student experience. We need to 

communicate to our students that this is just one step in the journey and that the experience they receive here 

prepares them for future educational opportunities in the College and or University setting.  As we increase our 

partnerships and expand the college and university options, this will be enhance and enrich our high school and post 

secondary learner experience. 

 

 
 

L: Are there other areas you can see us expanding? 

J: I want to see an expansion of student services to enhance 

the experience the students have at our facility.  I have been in 

contact with my counter parts at the other Manitoba colleges as well 

as government and industry representatives and I believe we have a 

variety of opportunities for growth. 

 

L: Yes, there are some opportunities locally. 

J: We could also expand our High School offerings so that our 

students could expand beyond just technical/vocational subjects in 

our facility and obtain other courses that are required by many 

employers. 

 

L:  What about beyond our geographical area? 

J: We have had a number of discussions with representatives 

from China and Korea and we see the potential to train a number of 

their citizens.  Currently our facility is under used in the summer 

months and we could easily expand to teach international students 

programs required to aid them. 

 
L:   With your diverse educational experience I think we can 

look forward to some interesting time ahead.   Thank-you for this 

interview. 
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